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ABSTRACT
New techniques developed for near-surface turbulence measurements during the Tropical Ocean Global At-
mosphere (TOGA) Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Response Experiment (COARE) employ a difference in spatial
scales of turbulence and surface waves. According to this approach, high relative speed of the measurements
provides separation of the turbulence and surface wave signals. During the TOGA COARE field studies, high-
resolution probes of pressure, temperature, conductivity, fluctuation velocity, and acceleration were mounted on
the bow of the vessel at a 1.7-m depth in an undisturbed region ahead of the moving vessel. The localization
in narrow frequency bands of the vibrations of the bow sensors allows accurate calculation of the dissipation
rate. A coherent noise reduction algorithm effectively removes vibration contamination of the velocity dataset.
Due to the presence of surface waves and the associated pitching of the vessel, the bow probes ‘‘scanned’’ the
near-surface layer of the ocean. Contour plots calculated using the bow signals provide a spatial context for the
analysis of near-surface turbulence. A fast-moving free-rising profiler equipped by similar probes sampled the
near-surface turbulence during stations. Theory of the three-component electromagnetic velocity sensor and
examples of data obtained by bow sensors and free-rising profiler are also presented in this paper.
1. Introduction
A problem of microstructure and turbulence mea-
surement at the ocean–air interface is the presence of
strong surface wave perturbations. They influence the
measurements in three different ways. (a) Wave orbital
velocities produce a high-frequency fluctuation velocity
signal that disturbs the turbulence measurement. This is
a linear disturbance that can be removed from the signal
using statistical filtering (see, e.g., Agrawal et al. 1992).
(b) The orbital velocities modulate the relative flow
speed, which results in a frequency modulation of the
measured turbulence signal. This is a nonlinear distur-
* Permanent affiliation: Oceanography Center, Nova Southeastern
University, Dania, Florida.
Corresponding author address: Dr. Alexander Soloviev, Oceano-
graphy Center, Nova Southeastern University, 8000 North Ocean Dr.,
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bance that is very difficult to remove from the useful
signal. (c) The orbital velocities influence the direction
of the relative flow, requiring special directional re-
sponse of the sensors.
For the fluctuation–velocity measurements in the
near-surface layer of the ocean all three problems (a)–
(c) are important, while for the temperature and con-
ductivity measurements only (b) and (c) are relevant.
Sensor intersection of the ocean–air interface and areas
with air bubbles are another difficulty. This mainly con-
cerns the conductivity signal but may also be a problem
for the velocity and temperature measurements.
Microstructure and turbulence measurements in the
near-surface layer of the ocean demand special instru-
mentation and techniques. Requirements for the near-
surface sensor system are different from those for deep
ocean measurements. In the latter case, the problem is
the low level of small-scale velocity fluctuations; the
noise level of the velocity sensor is a crucial parameter.
For near-surface measurement, the main problem is the
environmental disturbances (surface waves, bubble ar-
eas, ship’s wake, etc.). The environmental disturbances
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FIG. 1. Noise spectra of the electromagnetic velocity sensor ac-
cording to laboratory tests at the University of Hawaii (14–15 May
1994): (a) in ;10 min after placing the sensor with previously dry
measuring electrodes to the seawater and (b) 15 h later. Thin lines
represent 95% confidence intervals. The spectra are calculated from
10-min segments using the MATLAB Signal Processing Toolbox. The
10-min sequences of length 240 000 points are divided into 50%
overlapping sections of 2048 points each. Successive sections are
detrended, Hanning windowed, transformed with an 2048-point FFT,
and averaged. No additional smoothing of spectral components is
necessary because of the large number of FFTs (233). The frequency
resolution is very fine (D f 5 0.1953 Hz)
to the useful signal strongly depend on the techniques
of measurement. Ultimately, the techniques of mea-
surement impose requirements on the sensor’s perfor-
mance. The sensor’s noise level, response time, and spa-
tial resolution are, however, common considerations for
both deep-sea and near-surface measurements.
During the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere
(TOGA) Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Response Exper-
iment (COARE), our experimental approach was to
make microstructure and turbulence measurements in
the near-surface layer of the ocean from a fast-moving
vehicle using velocity probes with linear output. Ac-
cording to Stewart and Grant (1962) and Soloviev et al.
(1988), the high relative speed of measurement provides
effective separation of the turbulence and the surface
wave signals. The measurements during TOGA COARE
were done using bow sensors and a free-rising profiler
(FRP). This gave us the ability to solve problems (a)–
(c).
The bow sensors were originally designed in
‘‘Granit’’ (St. Petersburg, Russia) for microstructure and
turbulence measurements within the depth range of
0–500 m (Arjannikov et al. 1979; Turenko 1985). They
included the conductivity, temperature, and electromag-
netic velocity sensors. For TOGA COARE, a pressure
sensor, a U.S. acceleration sensor, and a U.S. data ac-
quisition system were added to the bow measurement
system. The bow sensors employed for TOGA COARE
are described by Soloviev et al. (1998). In the present
paper, we focus on the fluctuation velocity measure-
ments by the bow sensors and the FRP.
2. Fluctuation velocity measurements from a
moving ship
The electromagnetic velocity and acceleration
(EMVA) probe measures the three components of fluc-
tuation velocity vector and the vibration acceleration.
The operation of the probe is based on the principle of
electromagnetic induction. In contrast to traditional in-
ternal-flow electromagnetic sensors, this sensor exploits
an external part of the magnetic field. The potential field
is formed only by the part of the magnetic field that
emerges beyond the limits of the magnetic gap (Arjan-
nikov et al. 1979). As a result, the primary sensor has
a perfect hydrodynamic form and a low hydrodynamics
noise level. The EMVA probe is the linear device for
a wide flow–speed range (0–12.5 m s21). Electrical sig-
nals proportional to longitudinal (Vx), transverse (Vy),
and vertical (Vz) components of the fluctuation velocity
vector appear at the output of the low-frequency am-
plifiers. The theory of the electromagnetic velocity sen-
sor is described in appendix A.
The noise of the amplifiers dominates the high-fre-
quency range of the sensor (Fig. 1). In the low-frequency
part, the electrochemical processes on measuring elec-
trodes are a principal limitation for the electromagnetic
velocity sensors with permanent magnets. To reduce
low-frequency polarization noises, the electrodes are
made of platinum and the signal is passed through a
high-frequency filter with a 0.05-Hz cutoff frequency.
After placing the sensor with dry electrodes in seawater,
it takes about 24 h for full equilibration of the electro-
chemical processes. Figure 1 shows the evolution of the
noise spectrum after placing the sensor with previously
dry electrodes into the seawater. The rms noise level of
the sensor after 15 h in the seawater reduced from 2.2
to 1.3 mm s21.
Figure 2 demonstrates spectra of all three velocity
components (Vx, Vy, and Vz) measured from the bow of
the vessel at a 3.2 m s21 ship speed in comparison with
the corresponding noise spectra obtained from the post-
cruise tests. The high-resolution spectra are calculated
from 10-min segments similar to those given in Fig. 1.
The spectra of all three velocity components are con-
taminated by the vibration noises at high frequencies.
Some of the vibration peaks, presumably associated with
the resonant frequencies of ship’s body, are relatively
narrow. Several other peaks are wider, apparently re-
sulted from the bow frame vibrations. The resonant
properties of the bow frame are different from those of
the ship because of a different connected water mass,
thus resulting in a wider vibration spectrum. The bow
frame is not as mechanically rigid in the y direction as
in the x and z directions. The Vy spectrum has a prom-
inent, relatively broad peak at ;10 Hz frequency, which
is not seen on the corresponding Vx and Vz spectra. This
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FIG. 2. (a)–(c) Frequency and (d) wavenumber spectra of all three components of velocity vector measured
from the R/V Moana Wave on 4 May 1994 at ship speed 3.2 m s21, ship direction 458, wind speed 4.6 m
s21, wind direction 758, swell wave height 1 m, and swell wave direction 508. Noise spectra are measured in
laboratory conditions using the same experimental setup. Wavenumber spectra (d) are corrected for the noise,
for the antialias low-pass filter with a 160-Hz cutoff frequency, and for the spatial averaging. Note strong
vibration peaks on Vy component.
peak is apparently associated with the bow frame vi-
bration in the y direction.
Variation of the vertical component (Vz) is usually
larger than that of Vx or Vy because of the ship pitching.
The Vz signal was therefore sometimes out of the linear
sensor’s range. The precruise calibrations for Vx, Vy,
and Vz channels were done at the Granit testing facility
(see Soloviev et al. 1998). The standard calibration pro-
cedure at Granit inferred an isotropy of the submerged
jet in the calibration water tank. This resulted in an
underestimation of the gains for the transverse velocity
components (Vy and Vz). On scales corresponding to the
inertial subrange and outside the vibration peaks, the Vy
and Vz spectra do seem to be somewhat higher than the
Vx spectrum (Fig. 2d).
The longitudinal (Vx) channel is less contaminated by
vibrations and pitching of the ship than the Vy and Vz
channels. Also, the electronics signal-to-noise ratio for
the Vx channel is about two times better than for the Vy
and Vz channels (see appendix A). The above factors
predetermined our choice of the Vx channel for the fur-
ther quantitative analysis of near-surface turbulence.
With proper calibration, the transverse channels, Vy and
Vz, can also be useful for calculation of the turbulence
characteristics.
Figure 3 shows two examples of the Vx velocity spec-
tra at two different ship speeds obtained under low wind
speed conditions (Ua ; 4.5 m s21). The time interval
between these two tests was 10 min. In Figs. 3a and 3d,
the spectrum of Vx is compared to the spectrum of noise
and to the spectrum of integrated acceleration gx (thin
line). A fit of the experimental spectrum (dotted line)
by the universal spectrum of turbulence in the intertia–
viscous interval is shown in Figs. 3c and 3f by solid
lines. Vibration contamination, a key issue for the ve-
locity measurements, occurs in narrow frequency bands
that do not preclude accurate estimates of the kinetic
energy dissipation rate when using a fine-resolution ve-
locity spectrum and the Stewart’s and Grant (1962) tech-
niques. The dissipation rate estimates, «, obtained at the
two different ship speeds (Figs. 3c and 3f) differ only
by 24%. Note also some difference in the mean depth,
P0, of the probes and the wind speed between these two
tests.
According to Oakey and Elliott (1982), individual
estimates of « based on assumptions of isotropy are
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FIG. 3. Tests at two different ship speeds: 6.2 and 11 kt (4 May 1994) (ship direction 458, wind speed 4.6 m s21, wind direction 758,
swell wave height ;1 m, swell wave direction ;508).
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TABLE 1. Error of dissipation rate estimation at bow measurements.
Ship speed (m s21)
Electronics noise only
(W kg21)
Electronics noise and
vibrations (W kg21)
3.2
5.6
1.4 3 10211
7.9 3 10212
1.0 3 1029
1.7 3 1029
considered to be known within a factor of 2. The error
of the dissipation rate estimate from the bow velocity
measurement also depends on the electronic and hydro-
dynamic noise of velocity sensor and on the vibration
contamination.
Table 1 shows the error of dissipation rate estimates
for the two examples with different ship speeds shown
in Fig. 3. The universal spectrum of Stewart and Grant
(1962) was initially fit to the laboratory Vx noise spec-
trum (second column) and then to the sum of the lab-
oratory Vx noise spectrum and the integrated x-accel-
eration spectrum (third column).
According to Table 1 (column 2), the influence of the
electronics noise for estimating « decreases with the
increase of ship speed. This is because the ratio of useful
(turbulent) signal to electronics noise increases with in-
crease of the ship speed. The length scales of turbulent
eddies corresponding to the nominal frequency range of
electromagnetic velocity sensor (0.05–160 Hz) increase
proportionally to the ship speed, U. The intensity of
turbulence in an inertial subrange increases with length
scale according to the 5/3 power. Correspondingly, the
turbulence signal to electronics noise ratio increases as
;U 5/3. The combined error (electronics plus vibration
noise), however, slightly increases with ship speed (third
column of Table 1). The vibration noise apparently de-
creases with ship speed (see Fig. 3). However, the rel-
ative rms variation of the flow, R, increases at decreasing
ship speed, thus limiting the lower ship speed to ;2 m
s21 (when R does not exceed a 10% level and the Taylor
hypothesis of frozen turbulence [ f 5 Uk] can therefore
be used).
The third column in Table 1 actually represents the
minimum dissipation rate level that can be estimated
from the bow velocity measurement using Stewart’s and
Grant (1962) techniques. The minimum value of the
dissipation rate observed during the 30 days of mea-
surements in the R/V Moana Wave COARE EQ-3 cruise
using the bow sensors and the Stewart’s and Grant
(1962) techniques was equal to 7.5 1029 W kg21. This
is consistent with the values given in the third column
of Table 1.
The coherence estimates shown in Figs. 3b and 3e
indicate high coherence between the velocity and ac-
celeration signals only at frequencies where vibration
contamination occurs. Based on the high coherence be-
tween the velocity and the acceleration signals, the vi-
bration contamination is expected to be reduced signif-
icantly by applying coherent noise cancellation tech-
niques. Figure 4 shows an example of the signal before
and after applying the coherent noise cancellation al-
gorithm developed at The Johns Hopkins University Ap-
plied Physics Laboratory (JHU–APL; see appendix B).
The algorithm eliminates the fraction of measured spec-
trum contaminated by vibration without modifying
spectrum of ocean velocity. It implements an optimal
Wiener filter in time domain. Figure 4 includes the time
series before ( ) and after ( ) applying the JHU–APLV9 y9x x
algorithm and the integrated acceleration . For thisg9x
example, we selected a 212.5-s piece of data with all
the sensors in the water. Before applying the noise can-
cellation algorithm the velocity signal is high passed.
The high-pass filter in this case is the difference between
the original data and a sliding average over 40 points
corresponding to a 0.1-s time window. The choice of
this filter is not critical; there are much better filters,
and any of these would work well in this application.
The time series before and after applying the noise can-
cellation algorithm is shown in Fig. 4. Using the co-
herent noise reduction techniques opens the possibility
to remove the vibration contamination from the velocity
signal and achieve the lower limit of dissipation rate
from the moving ship up to ;10211 W kg21 (see the
second column in Table 1).
To study spatial effects, the bow velocity data can
be analyzed together with the contour plots of tem-
perature, salinity, and density calculated using the
variation of the probe’s depth due to the vessel pitch-
ing (Soloviev and Lukas 1996). An example of mea-
surement taken at intersection of a freshwater lens in
the western Pacific warm pool is shown in Fig. 5.
Temperature (T ) and salinity (S) vary with depth
(pressure) variation of the sensors because of the strat-
ification. The density contour plot reveals internal
waves in the near-surface layer with amplitude ex-
ceeding the pitching amplitude of the vessel. The lon-
gitudinal velocity signal processed using the coherent
noise cancellation algorithm reveals presence of tur-
bulent spots of ;10-m horizontal scales (Fig. 5d).
They are presumably connected with three-dimen-
sional, boundary layer mixing processes. Salinity S
versus density s t contour plot (resolving spatial scales
not less than 200 m) shows no features (Fig. 5f), sug-
gesting that within the freshwater lens the mixing is
inhibited on larger spatial scales. The physical anal-
ysis of near-surface processes is, however, out of the
scope of this paper.
3. Dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE)
Figure 6a shows dissipation rate of TKE («) obtained
from the bow data using Stewart’s and Grant’s (1962)
techniques. This techniques assumes the Kolmogorov’s
hypothesis of locally isotropic turbulence for the portion
of the velocity spectrum measured. The universal spec-
trum of turbulence in inertia–viscous interval is fitted
from below. When the universal curve touches the ex-
perimental spectrum, the corresponding value of « rep-
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FIG. 4. Example of applying the coherent noise cancellation algorithm to reduce the vibration contamination. Wind speed is
variable (squall) ;6 m s21, wind direction ;3208, ship speed 5.4 m s21, ship direction 458, swell wave height ;1 m, and swell
wave direction ;108. Here P is the pressure (depth), is the longitudinal velocity time series before applying the JHU–APLV9x
algorithm, and is the integrated acceleration. Here /dt and /dt are the longitudinal velocity derivatives before and afterg9 dV9 dy9x x x
applying the JHU–APL algorithm.
resents an upper estimate of the dissipation rate. This
is because no disturbances of the kind discussed above
(surface waves, ship’s motions, etc.) can reduce the mea-
sured spectrum. An automatic procedure based on Stew-
art and Grant’s techniques (additionally implying the
statistical scatter) has been developed for the dissipation
rate estimation.
Values of « are calculated from 10-min segments dur-
ing 4 days of measurements in the R/V Moana Wave
COARE EQ-3 cruise. We selected these days because
of relatively high wind speed conditions (5–16 m s21).
The dissipation rates increase with wind speed (Fig. 6a).
According to the error considerations described in sec-
tion 2, the error level of « estimation using this tech-
nique is ;1029 W kg21. Values of « observed in the
near-surface layer of the ocean on 7–11 May 1994 (Fig.
6a) greatly exceed this error level.
In Fig. 6b, the field data are compared with theoretical
models. Following Soloviev et al. (1988), Agrawal et
al. (1992), and Anis and Moum (1995), we use the non-
dimensional scaling of the dissipation rate, 5«˜
«kz/ , and of the depth, z˜ 5 gz/ , where « is the3 2u u
* *dissipation rate of the TKE, k is von Ka´rma´n’s constant,
z is the depth, u
*
is the friction velocity in the water,
and g is the acceleration of gravity. The friction velocity
was calculated using the TOGA COARE bulk–flux al-
gorithm (Fairall et al. 1996).
The model of the logarithmic boundary layer is help-
ful for understanding how strongly the near-surface tur-
bulence is enhanced by the surface waves. The loga-
rithmic boundary layer prediction, 5 1, is shown by«˜
the vertical dashed line (Fig. 6b). The model of Craig
and Banner (1994), employing the level 2½ turbulence
closure scheme of Mellor and Yamada (1982), gives a
parameterization of the wave-enhanced turbulence. The
scaling of dissipation rate using and z˜ is compatible«˜
with the Craig and Banner (1994) model. The surface
roughness length from the water side, z0, is a critical
parameter of the Craig and Banner (1994) model. We
have used a constant value z0 5 0.05 m and a simple
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FIG. 5. Example of observations during intersection of a freshwater lens (COARE Moana Wave EQ-3 leg,
2.168N, 137.028E). Wind speed is variable (squall) ;6 m s21, wind direction ;3208, ship speed 5.4 m s21,
ship direction 458, swell wave height ;1 m, and swell wave direction ;108. Variability of the temperature
(T ) and salinity (S) signals are mainly because of the depth variation of sensors within the stratified near-
surface layer. (d) The Vx fluctuation velocity signal is processed using the JHU–APL noise cancellation
algorithm. The lower part shows the corresponding contour plots of (e) st vs P and (f ) of S vs st from
measurement by bow sensors.
parameterization (Charnock 1955; Bye 1988) z0 5
/g, where a 5 1400. The field data are mainly be-2au*
tween these two curves.
In Fig. 6b, the Craig and Banner (1994) model is
representative of only stationary conditions. The recent
study of Smyth et al. (1997) shows that nonstationary
effects concerned with heavy rainfall are important in
the warm pool area. Note also that the data given in
Fig. 6b have not been sorted by stratification, wave con-
ditions, etc. The near-surface stratification produced by
diurnal warming and rain events may apparently influ-
ence the near-surface turbulence.
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FIG. 6. (a) Dissipation rate of TKE calculated from 10-min bow data segments during 4 days (7–11 May 1994) in the R/V Moana Wave
EQ-3 cruise. (b) Same data compared in dimensionless coordinates to logarithmic layer model « 5 /(kz) (vertical dashed line) and Craig3u*
and Banner’s (1994) model of wave-enhanced turbulence at two different parameterizations of z0 (contiguous lines).
TABLE 2. Main technical characteristics of fluctuation velocity probes mounted on the bow of the vessel and on the free-rising profiler during
the R/V Moana Wave COARE MW9410 and MW9411 legs.
Parameter Bow sensor (Vx) Bow sensor (Vy) Bow sensor (Vz) Free-rising profiler (Vx)*
Range (m s21)
Accuracy (%)
Noise level (mm s21)**
Frequency range (Hz)
Digital resolution (mm s21)
62.5
,5
1
0.05–200
1.1
65
,5
2
0.05–200
2.2
65
,5
2
0.05–200
2.2
60.25
,5
,1
2–150
0.6
* One component velocity sensor.
** After 24 h in saltwater.
4. Fluctuation velocity measurements using
free-rising profiler
The profiler’s body is a hydrodynamic cylinder with
a semispherical front constructed from a dense foam,
which is positively buoyant (Soloviev et al. 1995). The
tail section uses a weighted ring with stabilizers to as-
sure vertical orientation during ascent and to increase
the efficiency of water flow around the instrument. The
electrical communication cable attaches at the tail sec-
tion so as not to disturb the water being measured. The
three sensors protrude 15 cm out of the front of the
instrument, which also ensures undisturbed water is be-
ing sampled by the sensors. The underwater electronics
housing fits inside the foam cylinder and is rated to a
pressure of 50 db. A delivery device is used to shuttle
the FRP down to its desired pressure, 15–25 m, where
a pressure sensitive mechanism releases the FRP for its
ascent to the surface.
The measurements with the free-rising profiler were
made from the drifting ship. The profiler connected with
the ‘‘shuttle’’ (winged frame) was deployed from the
stern of the R/V Moana Wave with the help of a metal
frame, which allowed the device to slide from the ship
to the water. After leaving the metal frame, the profiler
fell into the water and slid outside the ship’s wake a
distance of about 15–35 m from ship’s wake as it sank.
This distance depended on the drift of the ship and the
intensity of near-surface currents. At the desired depth
the pressure release mechanism released the profiler
from the shuttle and the profiler turned to a vertical
orientation. The profiler then ascended to the surface
from the depth of detachment of the shuttle with a ver-
tical velocity of 2–3 m s21. The ascent rate depended
on the net buoyancy of the profiler. The profiler had a
rather large net buoyancy-to-weight ratio that provided
nearly constant vertical speed of the profiler with respect
to the surrounding water mass [see details in Soloviev
et al. (1988)]. The technical characteristics of the FRP
probes are given in Table 2. A more detailed description
is in Soloviev et al. (1995).
An example of measurement using the FRP is shown
in Fig. 7. The mean ascent rate of the profiler during
this measurement was 2.9 m s21. The vertical salinity
profile shows a salinity depression within the upper 5
m because of a previous rain. Subsequent diurnal warm-
ing develops within the freshwater lens, additionally
increasing its stability. Turbulent mixing is also mainly
localized within this stably stratified near-surface layer.
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FIG. 7. An example of measurement by free-rising profiler within a shallow freshwater lens in the western equatorial Pacific (0429 UTC
15 Apr 1994; 18589N, 1658009E) under conditions of low wind speed (2.1–3.7 m s21). Note increase of velocity derivative fluctuations
(dV9/dz) within the upper 4.5 m. The profiler’s own vibrations ( g9) are much less than dV9/dz, where U0 is the vertical velocity of the21U 0
profiler. Vertical (longitudinal) velocity (V9) and acceleration (g9) signals are high-passed with a 4-Hz cutoff frequency and low-passed with
a 40-Hz cutoff frequency.
Note the increase of velocity derivative fluctuations (dV/
dz) in the upper 4.5 m.
5. Conclusions
Requirements for the near-surface turbulence sensor
system are different from those for the deep ocean mea-
surements. Because of relatively high dissipation rates
near the air–sea interface, the requirements on the noise
levels of the velocity sensor are not as stringent as for
deep ocean measurements. For near-surface measure-
ments, a serious problem is the surface wave distur-
bances. The surface wave velocity disturbance appears
to be about two orders of magnitude larger than the
turbulence signal.
For TOGA COARE, a new type of the electromag-
netic velocity probe was employed for turbulence mea-
surements in the near-surface layer of the ocean. The
use of the external part of the magnetic field improves
the hydrodynamic form of the primary sensor and pro-
vides a low hydrodynamics noise level for a wide flow-
speed range (0–12.5 m s21). The electromagnetic ve-
locity probes were mounted on the bow of the R/V
Moana Wave and on a free-rising profiler. The high
relative speed of the measurements provided effective
separation of the turbulence and surface wave signals.
The linearity of output characteristics of the electro-
magnetic velocity sensor and the localization in narrow
frequency bands of the vibrations of the bow sensors
allowed calculation of dissipation rate using the Stewart
and Grant techniques with estimated accuracy of ;2 3
1029 W kg21. A coherent noise reduction algorithm ef-
fectively removes vibration contamination of the lon-
gitudinal (Vx) velocity dataset, further improving the
accuracy of the dissipation rate estimates to 10211 W
kg21. Contouring the near-surface layer of the ocean
using the depth variation of sensors because of surface
waves and associated ship’s pitching provides a new
opportunity to analyze the near-surface turbulence in its
connection to the spatial structure. The free rising pro-
filer provides fine resolution of microstructure and tur-
bulence in the near-surface layer of the ocean.
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APPENDIX A
Theory of a Three-Component Electromagnetic
Velocity Sensor
Figure A1a shows a schematic diagram of the elec-
tromagnetic sensor for three velocity components. The
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FIG. A1. Schematic diagram of electromagnetic velocity sensor showing the (a), (b) system of
magnets and electrodes, (c) coordinate system, and (d) the magnetic and electric field structure
in the vicinity of an electrode.
system of permanent magnets and electrodes (Fig. A1a)
allows us to measure all three components of the ve-
locity vector. Seawater flowing in the magnetic field B
(see Fig. A1d) generates an electric field E, which obeys
Maxwell’s equations of electrodynamics (Landau and
Lifshitz 1960):
V 3 BJ 5 s E 1 , (A1)1 2c
divJ 5 0, (A2)
where J is the current density, V is the relative velocity
vector, and c is the speed of light. In cylindrical coor-
dinates r, c, and t ,
]J1 ] 1 ]Jc tdivJ 5 (rJ ) 1 1 . (A3)r 2r ]r r ]c ]t
For a magnetic field with cylindrical symmetry ]Jc/]c
5 0 and ]Jt /]t 5 0. Equation (A2) therefore reduces
to
1 ] (rJ ) 5 0. (A4)r
r ]r
Integration of (A4) from r0 to r results in
J r0 0J 5 , (A5)r
r
where r0 is some reference radius (e.g., the radius of
electrode) and J0 5 Jr(r0). The measuring electrode is
connected to the input of the low-frequency amplifier
with a very large input impedance. We can therefore
assume with good accuracy that J0 5 0 and therefore
J 5 0 in Eq. (A1). Correspondingly, Eq. (A1) reduces
to
]w V BtE 5 5 2 , (A6)
]r c
where w is the potential of electric field, Vt is the tan-
gential component of velocity in the vicinity of elec-
trode, and B is the magnitude of magnetic induction
vector.
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FIG. A2. Decomposition of velocity vector on a half-body of the
sensor: (a) plane section x–y passing through symmetry axis x and
electrodes 1 and 2 (see Fig. A1) and (b) plane section x–z passing
through symmetry axis x and electrodes 3 and 4 (see Fig. A1).
The external part of magnetic field can be approxi-
mated in the following way:
B ø B0 exp(2z/d), (A7)
where d 5 al, l is the magnetic gap width, and a is the
proportionality coefficient. Assuming that w(`) 5 0, we
obtain by integrating (A6) that
` `
21w 5 E dr ø 2c B V exp(2z /d) dzE 0 t E
0 r0
215 Ac B V , (A8)0 t
where A 5 exp(2r0/d) is the proportionality coefficient
depending on configuration of the magnetic system and
the measuring electrode diameter. According to (A8),
the electric potentials of electrodes are proportional to
the corresponding tangential components of velocity
field in the vicinity of the electrodes:
wi ; ,Vt i (A9)
where i 5 1–4.
According to Streeter (1962), the tangential velocity
near the sphere in the uniform stream can be estimated
as follows:
Vt 5 aU sinu, (A10)
where u is the polar angle in spherical coordinates and
a is the coefficient (for sphere, a 5 1.5). The stagnation
point occurs on the axis when u 5 0. When the stream
is directed along the longitudinal axis of the sensor, the
magnitude of tangential velocity in the vicinity of elec-
trodes is equal to 5 aU sinu0 (i 5 1–4). When theVt i
fluctuation of velocity vector occurs in the longitudinal
(x) direction, it equally changes the magnitude of the
tangential velocity near all four electrodes. When the
fluctuation of velocity vector occurs in the transversal
(y, z) direction, it changes the position of the stagnation
point on the body of the sensor as well; this results in
an asymmetrical change of the tangential velocities near
the electrodes.
In the general case, the relative fluid velocity (with
respect to the right-hand coordinate system connected
to the sensor) is specified by the velocity components
Vx, Vy, and Vz. It can also be expressed in terms of an
angle of pitch g and an angle of drift or sideslip b,
defined by (Fig. A1)
VV yzg 5 a sin , b 5 a sin , (A11)
U U
in which U 2 5 1 1 . Conversely,2 2 2V V Vx y z
sinb
V 5 U cosg cos a sin , (A12)x 1 2cosg
V 5 U sinb, (A13)y
V 5 U sing. (A14)z
For small velocity fluctuations of the velocity vector in
a transversal direction, that is, at
Vy K U and Vz K U, (A15)
expression (A12) reduces to
Vx ø U. (A16)
Figure A2 shows decomposition of velocity vector
on a half-body of the velocity sensor. Under condition
(A15) b ø 2b9 and g ø g9, where b9 and g9 are the
polar angles of the stagnation point in the corresponding
x–y and x–z planes (2p , b9 , p and 2p , g9 ,
p). The magnitude of tangential velocity in the vicinity
of electrodes 1–4 can be represented as follows:
p
V ø aU sin 2 u 2 g , (A17)t 01 1 22
p
V ø aU sin 2 u 1 g , (A18)t 02 1 22
p
V ø aU sin 2 u 1 b , and (A19)t 03 1 22
p
V ø aU sin 2 u 2 b . (A20)t 04 1 22
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According to (A13)–(A20) and from the trigonomet-
rical identities,
p p
sin 2 u 1 b 2 sin 2 u 2 b 5 2 sinb sinu0 0 01 2 1 22 2
and
p p
sin 2 u 1 g 2 sin 2 u 2 g 5 2 sing sinu ,0 0 01 2 1 22 2
the velocity components of the vector V can be mea-
sured from the combination of electrical potentials from
electrodes 1–4:
(V 2 V ) (w 2 w )t t 3 44 3V 5 U sinb 5 5 , (A21)y 21(a cosu ) (Ac B a cosu )0 0 0
(V 2 V ) (w 2 w )t t 2 12 1V 5 U sing 5 5 , (A22)z 21(a cosu ) (Ac B a cosu )0 0 0
(V 1 V ) (w 1 w )t t 1 21 2V ø U 5 5 , and (A23)x 21(a cosu ) (Ac B a cosu )0 0 0
(V 1 V ) 2(w 1 w )t t 3 43 4V ø U 5 5 . (A24)x 21(a cosu ) (Ac B a cosu )0 0 0
The longitudinal component, Vx, is measured inde-
pendently from the two pairs of electrodes [(A23)–
(A24)]. To double the useful output signal, thus reducing
the noise level of the sensor, signals from both pairs of
electrodes are being used:
[(w 1 w ) 2 (w 1 w )]1 2 3 4V 5 . (A25)x 21(2Ac B a cosu )0 0
To reduce externally picked-up signals, the differ-
ential amplifiers are used. Formula (A23) can therefore
be rewritten as follows:
[(w 2 w ) 2 (w 2 w )]1 3 4 2V 5 . (A26)x 21(2Ac B a cosu )0 0
APPENDIX B
Motion Compensation of Velocity Measurements
Using Coherent Noise Cancellation
The bow sensors measure water velocity relative to
the sensor and therefore are susceptible to motion con-
tamination by both ship’s motion (primarily low-fre-
quency heave) and vibration at higher frequencies. In
fact, the bow velocity measurements made at full ship
speed are severely corrupted by sensor motion in several
bands, some of which fall into the turbulent microstruc-
ture wavenumber bands, as evidenced by Fig. 3d. Note
the strong peaks at approximately 18, 25, 50, and 110
Hz in both spectra, and the agreement of the two spectra
with respect to the frequency and bandwidth of these
peaks. It is evident that almost all the energy in the
peaks at 25 and 50 Hz is a direct result of vibrations.
Further evidence on the nature and degree of contam-
ination can be seen in a plot of the coherence between
the two channels, as shown in Fig. 3e. The contami-
nation centered around 0.4 Hz is associated with ship’s
motion and is out of band for the microstructure mea-
surements we wish to make. Above 10 Hz there is a
varying degree of contamination, with high coherence
at 18, 25, 50, and 110 Hz, and possibly somewhat below
10 Hz. Ad hoc procedures for motion compensation,
such as extrapolating the spectrum through known mo-
tion peaks or using a notch filter, are relatively ineffec-
tive here because the resonant properties of the bow
frame depend on the position of the air–water interface
with respect to the frame, which changes during the
pitching period.
The high coherence between the measured water ve-
locity and sensor package motion (integrated acceler-
ometer), however, demonstrates that these two time se-
ries are related by a time-invariant linear transfer func-
tion and suggests that the accelerometer measurements
can be used to attenuate the motion contamination in
the velocity measurements in an optimal fashion using
coherent noise cancellation techniques.
a. Coherent noise cancellation
The objectives of the analysis presented in this section
are to develop and demonstrate effective motion com-
pensation for velocity data based on coherent noise re-
duction (Schoeberlein and Baker 1996). Coherent noise
cancellation techniques have four advantages for de-
contamination of velocity measurements. First, using
the coherence between the integrated accelerometer and
velocity sensor permits that fraction of the measured
velocity due to sensor motion to be eliminated without
modifying the underlying ocean spectrum. Variance at
frequencies associated with sensor motion is not merely
eliminated, as, for example, by notch filtering. Only that
fraction of the total measured signal that is coherent
with the sensor velocity is removed. Second, these tech-
niques are flexible in that they can be applied in both
the frequency (or wavenumber) domain or the temporal
(or spatial) domain. Third, they are optimal in the least
squares sense by removing velocity variance that is co-
herent with sensor motion by minimizing the output
variance. They are completely insensitive to unknown
phase or gain characteristics; the weights of the filter
are varied to minimize the output variance and can thus
compensate for lack of detailed knowledge of the system
transfer functions. Finally, such techniques can be fixed
or adapt to slowly changing noise environments.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of this technique,
we will examine a sample of velocity and acceleration
data from TOGA COARE in which all sensors were in
the water continuously, implement the optimal Weiner
filter in the time domain to noise cancel the data, and
compare the spectra and coherence between the velocity
and sensor motion before and after noise cancellation.
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FIG. B1. Measurement scenario and compensation for motion contamination. The measured velocity is the sum of the ocean
velocity and the sensor motion as seen through the transfer function of the velocity sensor. The sensor motion, y , is also
measured through its transfer function, which effectively includes differentiation into acceleration (g). After the measurement
is made, if the composite transfer function (H ) can be estimated from the data, or known sensor response characteristics, then
the motion can be removed. Imperfect knowledge of the transfer functions and offsets between the velocity sensors and
accelerometers makes direct estimation of the required transfer function difficult.
Figure B1 shows a linear model of the velocity con-
tamination process. With detailed knowledge of the sys-
tem transfer function of the velocimeter and acceler-
ometer, the velocity measurements can be decontami-
nated by properly filtering the accelerometer data and
subtracting it from the measured velocity data. This ap-
proach to motion removal not only assumes perfect
knowledge of these transfer functions but also assumes
that the motion of the accelerometer is the same as that
of the velocity sensor, which is a poor assumption in
that these sensors are not colocated in the bow sensor
suite.
b. Coherent noise cancellation of velocity
measurements
The approach taken here is to filter the integrated
acceleration using a simple Weiner filter, W(t), and sub-
tract it from the measured velocity, as shown in the
upper panel of Fig. B2. The form of the Wiener filter
is shown in the lower panel of Fig. B2. It consists ba-
sically of N one-sample lags (or taps) that are multiplied
by the same number of weights and summed. The issue
is how to estimate the weights required for good noise
cancellation.
The Weiner filter is fully discussed in Widrow and
Sterns (1985), as well as elsewhere. The filter weights
are chosen to minimize the mean square error, which,
in this application, is the variance of the motion com-
pensated water velocity. Note that the variance is not
set to zero and only that fraction of the variance of the
water velocity at frequencies coherent with the motion
of the sensor package is removed. The solution for the
optimal weight vector is straightforward and given by
the following equations:
R 5 ^X ·XT&, P 5 ^y ·XT&, and W 5 R21P,
where X is called the reference input (the integrated
accelerometer data), y is the primary input (the mea-
sured velocity data), W is the optimal weight vector,
and ^ & indicates averaging over all measurements. For
N weights, R is the N 3 N reference correlation matrix,
and P is the 1 3 N cross-correlation vector. One im-
portant aspect regarding the implementation of the filter
is to ensure that the reference correlation matrix is not
singular and thus can be inverted. This can be a problem
when using data sampled at a high rate (such as 400
Hz) that contains a strong low-frequency component,
such as the ship’s motion in the accelerometer mea-
surements at 0.4 Hz. The correlation function is nearly
constant over the 30–60 lags (0.075–0.15 s), making
the correlation matrix nearly singular. We have chosen
not to noise cancel this component of the motion con-
tamination because it is out of band for calculation of
the kinetic energy dissipation rate. Therefore, both the
velocity and integrated accelerometer data presented
here have been high-pass filtered at 10 Hz by subtracting
the original data from a running average over 0.1 s.
Figure B3 presents the spectra of the high-passed
data. These results represent the data prior to noise can-
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FIG. B2. (top) General motion compensation flow. (bottom) Filter structure used in the Weiner filter.
FIG. B3. Spectra of measured water velocity and integrated accel-
eration prior to corresponding noise cancellation.
cellation and will be compared to the noise canceled
results after using 1) a simple scaled subtraction, 2) a
Weiner filter with 13 weights, and 3) a Weiner filter with
60 weights. The effectiveness of noise cancellation is
assessed by examining the reduction in the spectral lev-
els associated with motion and reduction of the coher-
ence levels. The spectra show strong contamination at
25 and 50 Hz, as well as lesser contamination at 8, 15,
110, and 150 Hz.
In Fig. B4, the velocity signal has been noise canceled
using a simple scaled difference, which is similar to a
one-weight Weiner filter. The weight used to scale the
integrated accelerometer prior to subtraction from the
velocity was determined by least squares to be about
1.4. Although the motion peaks in the velocity have
been attenuated, there is still ample evidence of their
presence at 25, 50, and 110 Hz. Motion contamination
is noticeable in the spectrum, and obvious in the co-
herence, where the broad plateau from 3 to 70 Hz is
gone, but there is still statistically significant coherence
at peaks within this range.
Figure B5 presents results for the Weiner filter with
13 weights. The spectra now show very little evidence
of any contamination at the vibration frequencies, and
the coherence also indicates very little residual motion
contamination remaining in the output time series. There
are a few small peaks left in the coherence (at 8, 25,
and 150 Hz), whose 95% confidence intervals do not
enclose zero coherence. Increasing the number of
weights to 60, as presented in Fig. B6, improves the
results. The velocity spectrum appears free of motion
contamination as before, but now the 95% confidence
interval for the coherence encloses zero throughout the
frequency band from 1 to 200 Hz.
c. Modifications for estimation of dissipation rate
Calculation of the dissipation rate proceeds from the
spatial derivatives of the measured velocity, which is
proportional to the temporal derivative of velocity. One
of the distinct advantages of estimating the optimal
transfer function to remove motion contamination is that
the motion compensation can be carried out using either
the velocity or velocity derivatives. That is, the velocity
can be compensated using integrated acceleration as an
estimate of sensor motion, or the velocity can be dif-
ferentiated and noise canceled using the raw accelera-
tion. Although in these two cases the Weiner filter co-
efficients will be significantly different, both filters will
be optimal for each case, and the degree of noise can-
cellation is determined only by the coherence between
the reference and primary channels, which is unaffected
by the introduction of any linear, time-invariant oper-
ation between the channels.
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FIG. B4. (a) Spectra and (b) coherence of measured water velocity and integrated acceleration after
noise cancellation using a simple scaled difference.
To illustrate this, we implemented motion compen-
sation for the velocity derivative, as illustrated in Fig.
B7. The acceleration is used as the reference channel,
and the differentiated velocity is the primary input. One
advantage of basing the motion compensation on ac-
celeration and differentiated velocity is that the addi-
tional step of high passing the data is no longer required.
Because there is relatively little variance at low fre-
quencies in the acceleration data, the reference corre-
lation matrix is further from singularity than in the non-
differentiated case, and thus does not require high-pass
filtering. The velocity is differentiated using the follow-
ing four-point filter, yi 5 [xi23 2 xi 1 27(xi21 2 xi11)]/
(24Dt), where yi is the differentiated output, xi is the
input, and Dt is the time between samples. We will
consider the transfer function of this differentiator in a
moment. Figure B8a presents spectra of the acceleration
and differentiated velocity in the x direction for the same
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FIG. B5. (a) Spectra and (b) coherence of measured water velocity and integrated acceleration after
noise cancellation using a Weiner filter with 13 weights.
time period as that discussed previously. Figure B8b is
the corresponding coherence. Figure B9a presents the
acceleration and differentiated velocity after motion
compensation using a 60-weight Weiner filter, and Fig.
B9b presents the residual coherence. As before, the 95%
confidence intervals of the coherence enclose zero, just
as in Fig. B6b for the velocity and integrated acceler-
ation.
When estimating the dissipation rate from short spec-
tra of the differentiated, motion-compensated velocity
measurement, we must take into account the transfer
function of the differentiator and provide a correction
in frequency space that can be applied to the spectra.
The magnitude of the transfer function corresponding
to this differentiator is
[sin(3vDt) 2 27 sin(vDt)]
2|H(v)| 5 .
2(144Dt )
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FIG. B6. (a) Spectra and (b) coherence of measured water velocity and integrated acceleration after
noise cancellation using a Weiner filter with 60 weights.
FIG. B7. Flowchart of motion compensation for velocity derivative.
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FIG. B8. (a) Spectra and (b) coherence of acceleration and differentiated velocity in x direction.
d. Effects on dissipation rate estimates
The velocity sensor does not resolve the full velocity
spectrum. A power-law method, based on the k25/3 (in-
ertial–viscous subrange) region of the universal velocity
spectrum, is discussed in the main body of this paper.
This method builds on the approach of Grant and Stew-
art (1962) and is an iterative-based fit of the inertial–
viscous subrange to the empirical spectrum that ex-
cludes the vibration-induced noise. This method should
work well given a well-resolved spectrum (long FFTs
and data records).
An alternative method, appropriate only for noise-
canceled data, is based on comparing the measured ve-
locity gradient variance within a specified wavenumber
band with the variance that would be estimated from
the universal spectrum. Using noise-canceled velocity
data, this method allows accurate estimates over short
segments.
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FIG. B9. (a) Spectra and (b) coherence of differentiated water velocity and acceleration after noise
cancellation using a 60-weight Weiner filter.
For the second method, the expression for the uni-
versal one-dimensional spectrum is solved for « and
yields « 5 {as22[ ]}23/2, where a 5 0.75(18/4/3 4/3k 2 k1 0
55)(1.44) and s 2 is the velocity gradient variance de-
rived from the wavenumber band defined by k1 and k0.
An example of the dissipation rates estimated by this
method for the data discussed in this appendix is shown
in Fig. B10 along with the result one would obtain by
naively applying this method to the raw data. The es-
timates were based on spectra from 5-m segments, a
bandwidth of 0.5–30 cpm (2.7–160 Hz). Corrections for
the antialias filter, sensor response, and the differentiator
have been applied to each spectrum. Figure B10a com-
pares the dissipation rates from the measured velocity
( ) with estimates derived from the accelerometer. TheV9x
results indicate significant contributions to the dissi-
pation rate from motion contamination of the raw ve-
locity gradient. As expected from the coherence results
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FIG. B10. Comparison of dissipation rates for data segment 093737.127 derived from (a) raw velocity vs acceleration, (b)
raw velocity vs a simple scaled difference time series, (c) scaled difference vs 13-weight noise-cancelled time series, and (d)
13- vs 60-weight noise-cancelled time series.
presented above, « estimates based on the simple scaled
difference show virtually no improvement over results
from uncompensated velocity gradient. The results de-
rived from the noise-canceled time series using 13
weights show significant reduction in the values of «,
thereby explicitly demonstrating that a large fraction of
the kinetic energy dissipation rate in uncorrected « es-
timates is merely sensor vibration. This represents a
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significant improvement in the accuracy of the « esti-
mates when compared with the raw data estimates.
Slight differences can be observed between the 13- and
60-weight noise-canceled results.
We conclude that coherent noise cancellation tech-
niques can be extremely effective for removing motion
contamination of the bow velocity measurements in
TOGA COARE using 30–60 weights. The techniques
are simple to implement in the time domain, producing
uncontaminated velocity estimates for calculations of
the dissipation rate.
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